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ERCA Working Party – Update
Nick Ross

ICAA Working Party

ERCA Working Party

Change of Focus

Narrowing
- support
- source of useful material
- we do not intend to offer any kind of ‘official’ stance

Broadening
- not just ICA
- Capital and Risk modeling more generally

Precise scope yet to be fully formed by the Working Party
A flavour of what you might see from the WP in the future…

Working Party Members

- Nick Ross (Chairman)
- Andrew Hitchcox
- Annette Olesen
- Veekash Badal
- Hans Waszink
- Paul Hewitt
- George Lewkowicz
- Ashita Tibrewala
- Gary Yeates
- Rob Collinson
- Stephen Wilcox
- Richard Mils
- Matt Wood
- Richard Shaw
- FSA Rep

If there is one message you take away from this presentation, please let it be this…

The Working Party is concerned with helping, aiding and supporting actuaries performing economic risk and capital assessments.
Thank You